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The Anointing will Teach you...
But as for you, the anointing (the sacred appointment, the unction)
which you received from Him abides [permanently] in you;
[so] then you have no need that anyone should instruct you.
But just as His anointing teaches you concerning everything and is true and is no falsehood,
so you must abide in (live in, never depart from) Him [being rooted in Him, knit to Him],
just as [His anointing] has taught you [to do].
(1Jn 2:27) Ampl

11 March – 14 April 2002
Part 12
I will Test you and Refine you
On the 27th of March 2002, I had a dream. In my dream, I heard, one of the former pastors’, in whose church I
used to be, baby crying. As I looked the baby was in my parent’s hall way, looking very unsteady on his feet. It
looked like he has just started walking. The baby was naked and had a light blue dummy in his mouth. Looking
back this dream make more sense to me now, than then. Since I left that church, the junior pastor has taken over
as the senior pastor of the church, while his own father, the former senior pastor retired. A new baby had just
started walking.
I too desired to fulfil the dream and the vision of the calling, which God had given me, but had no means and very
little experience and training. God knew this full well and by this dream explained the in experience of that which
I wanted to attempt. There was still much that God had to build into my character, before this baby would be able
to become a man. See the Newsletter: The Howling Wilderness.
That same night I had another dream. In my dream I was in the area of the place where I grew up. I had to pack
up and get ready to go. I was waiting for a buss. In my dream 2 men came with a bus, looking very haggard. Some
of the windows of this buss were broken. I got on to the buss, but after we have driven a while, I realized that they
were not going towards my destination. I immediately told them to turn around, also realizing that I do not have
all my luggage with me. They refused.
As I prayed about the interpretation of this dream, the Lord gave me the words of the Psalmist, asking God to test
and refine him, so that he may be pure and holy in God’s sight, saying: 1 [A Psalm] of David. VINDICATE ME, O
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Lord, for I have walked in my integrity; I have [expectantly] trusted in, leaned on, and relied on the Lord
without wavering and I shall not slide. 2 Examine me, O Lord, and prove me; test my heart and my
mind. 3 For Your loving-kindness is before my eyes, and I have walked in Your truth [faithfully]. 4 I do
not sit with false persons, nor fellowship with pretenders; 5 I hate the company of evildoers and
will not sit with the wicked. 6 I will wash my hands in innocence, and go about Your altar, O Lord, 7 That I
may make the voice of thanksgiving heard and may tell of all Your wondrous works. 8 Lord, I love the habitation
of Your house, and the place where Your glory dwells. 9 Gather me not with sinners and sweep me not
away [with them], nor my life with bloodthirsty men, 10 In whose hands is wickedness, and their
right hands are full of bribes. 11 But as for me, I will walk in my integrity; redeem me and be merciful
and gracious to me. 12 My foot stands on an even place; in the congregations will I bless the Lord. (Ps 26:112) Ampl God wants us to stay away from all those things, which could lead us away from Him. God will test us to
see if we will, when given the opportunity, take the path of wickedness. We must not give in one moment to the
enemy’s lies. The enemy knows the plan of God for you life is good, therefore he will do all, use anybody to deter
you from God’s plans for your life. He is not going to just allow you to walk into you destiny without a fight.
After this, the dream changed scenes and I was in our former senior pastor’s house, saying good-bye to His wife.
In my dream, I saw that she was a very loving old person. She saw me off as I was on my way. Suddenly, I was at
my parents’ house. Everything was buzzing and many things were happening. Outside I saw 3 vehicles parked in
a row, which I knew still had to be removed. The three vehicles were an old white taxi, our old kombi, and a small
shaped Datsun Nissan car. These three cars represented three stages I had to go through before I would reach me
destination. I had to also still go through 3 more denominations, before God called me into His ministry. We
sometimes try to fulfil the prophetic word, which God had promised us. I had to still miss the mark three more
times, making up my own ministry, before I would reach my destination. I also believe that these three vehicles
also represent three forms of pride: Religious pride, family pride and birth pride.
Religious pride comes from trusting our own self willed, self fulfilled ministries. We trust in our position in
church, or our former experiences. We can not be taught anymore. We become set in our ways and God has to
break us out of our deep in grained doctrines and traditions. No can teach us anymore. We have become fully
learnt, because the Holy Spirit has spoken to us. We run ahead of God, not waiting on His clear and directive
instructions. We jump to conclusion, before God even completed His sentence.
Family pride, our background pride, is what I would term your set mindsets which you learnt since you were a
child. You looked at the way things were done at home and became accustomed by them. This becomes you point
of view from which all other things are judged. We can not see any different, nor are we willing to change our
mind sets. This is full of traditions and lies, which are not based on the word of God. We become judgmental,
thinking that only my way is right, but God says: “There is a way which seems right to a man and appears straight
before him, but at the end of it is the way of death.” (Pro 14:12) Ampl God has to show us His love for us. We are
influenced by our view of a perfect father. We are become conditional in our love towards men and women. We
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are deeply perverted in all our relationships towards man. God is often treated in the same way that we have
become accustomed to see our earthly father and nourisher.
Birth pride, come from these words which David revealed to us, saying: “Behold, I was brought forth in [a state
of] iniquity; my mother was sinful who conceived me [and I too am sinful]. [John 3:6; Rom. 5:12; Eph. 2:3.]
(Psa 51:5) Ampl Each of us has a family history. We always speak of those characteristics, which were in
granddad or in grandma. This is the most deep seated pride, which we were born with. We even have a saying:
“The apple does not fall very far from the tree!” This pride is subtle and pervasive. An entire generation is born
with this mind set. We hate one another without reason. Something some one does so irritate me that I would
kill, because of it. We are easily angered and evil tempered. Ever wondered why some babies react in the way
they do without being taught. This is a pride, based upon race, colour of skin, nation, history and religion. God
knew all of us even before we were born. He has predestined us for glory and set us apart for His purposes, but
we try to fulfil those ideals by our own human performance. Paul the apostle was a good example of this. Paul
had great zeal for God, but in his ignorance persecuted Christians. His zeal made him go the extra mile in
destroying the church. If Satan can deter you in believing you will be fulfilled in fulfilling your destiny outside of
God will and plan, He has mislead you and can destroy you and others with you.
In my dream I saw that someone was trying to reverse the white taxi through some trees and other things that
were in my parent’s garden. I realized that this person was not going to be able to do it without destroying the
lawn. I could not trust the judgement of this person, as Jesus said: 2 For just as you judge and criticize and
condemn others, you will be judged and criticized and condemned, and in accordance with the measure you [use
to] deal out to others, it will be dealt out again to you. 3 Why do you stare from without at the very small particle
that is in your brother's eye but do not become aware of and consider the beam of timber that is in your own eye?
4 Or how can you say to your brother, Let me get the tiny particle out of your eye, when there is the beam of
timber in your own eye? 5 You hypocrite, first get the beam of timber out of your own eye, and then you will see
clearly to take the tiny particle out of your brother's eye. (Matt 4:2-5) Ampl I tried to take the splinter our of my
brother’s eye without seeing my own sins and weaknesses. As soon as I wanted to help this man, I realized that
he was capable of doing it without my help. I didn’t need to do it. As I looked I saw our childhood playground
rides strewn all over the green lawn. I wanted to move the playground rides, but an investigator advised me not
to do it, but told me to take the longer way. I disobeyed, saying that saying that it would be easier the other way.
The investigator became very upset with me.
In this dream, Jesus or the Holy Spirit came as the investigator, to advise me in the way that God desired for my
life. I thought I knew better, because in my arrogance, I could not see my own blind spot. I reasoned with the
Holy Spirit, and tried to do things my way. We often think if we ignore God’s voice, leading and guiding us, we
will be able to do it another, better way. We then fall into a trap and a snare. God called us with a very specific
calling and purpose. God knew very well this would cause division and heart ache if we tried to accomplish His
will and destiny in our own way. By the Spirit of God, we were warned since the beginning. All the dreams which
God gave me pointed toward the final fulfilment of God’s plan. Many times we hoped that we would be able to do
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in conjunction with another’s ministry, but this always led to confrontation and frustration. Either I would subtly
want to control another ministry’s vision or they wanted to force us into theirs. This caused both the new wine
and the old wineskins to go perish. The reason this happened was because of the way we were brought up. Fear of
man and disobedience to God, led us astray. God becomes angered with us, when we tell Him we can not do it or
want to do it our way. God, in His great love for His people, lead them out of the hand of the enemy, taking them
to the land of milk and honey. But those who spied out the land, refused to believe God. Filled with fear they
rebelled against God’s plan, which seemed impossible for them. They discouraged all those in the Israelite camp,
therefore God in His anger said: 7 Therefore, as the Holy Spirit says: Today, if you will hear His voice, 8
Do not harden your hearts, as [happened] in the rebellion [of Israel] and their provocation and
embitterment [of Me] in the day of testing in the wilderness, 9 Where your fathers tried [My patience]
and tested [My forbearance] and found I stood their test, and they saw My works for forty years. 10 And so I was
provoked (displeased and sorely grieved) with that generation, and said: “They always err and are led
astray in their hearts, and they have not perceived or recognized My ways and become progressively better and
more experimentally and intimately acquainted with them. 11 Accordingly, I swore in My wrath and
indignation, They shall not enter into My rest. [Ps. 95:7-11.] 12 [Therefore beware] brethren, take care,
lest there be in any one of you a wicked, unbelieving heart [which refuses to cleave to, trust in, and rely on
Him], leading you to turn away and desert or stand aloof from the living God. (Heb 3:7-12) Ampl God will
find you no matter how many excuses you make, before God. No matter how many Ishmael’s you give birth to, no
matter how many Egyptians you kill, in the hope that the people will se that you are called by God. You will not
fulfil it in your own way. This is unbelief and fear, which grieves the Spirit of God.

Visions from the Lord:
During the night of 26th of March 2002, in a vision of the night, I saw something very
dreadful: In a wink of an eye, I saw a comet striking the earth that was submerged in
war. Just before I fell asleep, the night before, I saw the propeller of a submarine under
the water. I saw bullets being shots through the water. While I looked I saw something
like a fireball striking the water.

The Free Gifts of God
On the 28th of March 2002, I had a dream. In my dream we were in large storeroom,
full of biscuits. There were others that were eating of the crumbs, but a teacher allowed
us to go and eat of those biscuits, of which the packets were opened. We were allowed to
eat all of them. There was so much biscuits that I wanted to eat it every morning for
breakfast. Recently a gospel group in South Africa called: “Onbeskaamd”, meaning
unashamed, wrote a song with the following words:
“Lank genoeg het ons buite gestaan, te lank tevrede met krummels van U
teenwoordigheid.”
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Translated:
“Long enough have we stood outside, Long enough were we satisfied with the crumbs of you Presence!”
God is saying that we have stayed outside and have only tasted the crumbs of His Presence and His Spirit’s Love
and Power. God is inviting us in, to come and eat our fill, of those good things, which He had given us 2000 years
ago. Paul wrote about this blessing, which God the Father has given us saying: “Blessed be the God and Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ, who hath blessed us with all spiritual blessings in heavenly places in Christ
(Eph 1:3) Ampl Paul elaborate on this awesome blessing and gift, which God the Father had bestowed upon us,
saying: 7 “But unto every one of us is given grace according to the measure of the gift of Christ. And 11
And he gave some, apostles; and some, prophets; and some, evangelists; and some, pastors and teachers; 12
For the perfecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ: (Eph
4:7-12) Ampl God gives the gifts of His Spirit to operate in the body as He determines.
The Apostle Paul, urges us to desire these spiritual gifts, which God had given for the sake of His Name, so that
He may be glorified, and confirm His word, to those who hear the gospel of salvation. Paul says: “Now about the
spiritual gifts (the special endowments of supernatural energy), brethren, I do not want you to be misinformed.
(1 Cor 14:1) Ampl God does not want us to be ignorant of those blessing which He freely gave us. These blessing
that have been untouched and unused, but are freely available for all who believe. Paul teaches us, saying:
“Eagerly peruse and seek to acquire [this] love [make it your aim, your great quest]; and earnestly desire and
cultivate the spiritual endowments (gifts), especially that you may prophesy (interpret the divine will
and purpose in inspired preaching and teaching). (1 Cor 14:1) Ampl The Church has been ignorant of that which
God had given them to help them destroy the works of the enemy.
Paul tells us what these gifts include, if we only believe: 4 Now there are distinctive varieties and distributions
of endowments (gifts, extraordinary powers distinguishing certain Christians, due to the power of divine
grace operating in their souls by the Holy Spirit) and they vary, but the [Holy] Spirit remains the same. 5 And
there are distinctive varieties of service and ministration, but it is the same Lord [Who is served]. 6 And
there are distinctive varieties of operation [of working to accomplish things], but it is the same God Who
inspires and energizes them all in all. 7 But to each one is given the manifestation of the [Holy] Spirit [the
evidence, the spiritual illumination of the Spirit] for good and profit. 8 To one is given in and through the
[Holy] Spirit [the power to speak] a message of wisdom, and to another [the power to express] a word of
knowledge and understanding according to the same [Holy] Spirit; 9 To another [wonder-working]
faith by the same [Holy] Spirit, to another the extraordinary powers of healing by the one Spirit; 10 To
another the working of miracles, to another prophetic insight (the gift of interpreting the divine will and
purpose); to another the ability to discern and distinguish between [the utterances of true] spirits [and
false ones], to another various kinds of [unknown] tongues, to another the ability to interpret [such]
tongues. 11 All these [gifts, achievements, abilities] are inspired and brought to pass by one and the same
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[Holy] Spirit, Who apportions to each person individually [exactly] as He chooses. 12 For just as the body is a
unity and yet has many parts, and all the parts, though many, form [only] one body, so it is with Christ (the
Messiah, the Anointed One). 13 For by [means of the personal agency of] one [Holy] Spirit we were all, whether
Jews or Greeks, slaves or free, baptized [and by baptism united together] into one body, and all made to drink of
one [Holy] Spirit. (1 Cor 12:4-13) Ampl
Do you want these gifts to start operating in your life? These gifts are free. Jesus said: “If any man is thirsty,
let him come to Me and drink! 38 He who believes in Me [who cleaves to and trusts in and relies on Me] as
the Scripture has said, From his innermost being shall flow [continuously] springs and rivers of living water. 39
But He was speaking here of the Spirit, Whom those who believed (trusted, had faith) in Him were afterward to
receive. For the [Holy] Spirit had not yet been given, because Jesus was not yet glorified (raised to honour).
(John 7:37b-39) Ampl Jesus has been glorified and the Spirit has been poured out for us. Therefore if you are
thirsty, Jesus says the Father will give you this great gift of all gifts. Then the Spirit, will distribute His gifts
according to God’s grace and according to your desire. In conclusion, on the gifts which are available to all who
believe, Jesus said: “If you then, evil as you are, know how to give good gifts [gifts that are to their advantage]
to your children, how much more will your heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to those who ask and
continue to ask Him! (Luke 11:13) Ampl

Wise in our Own Eyes
In another dream that same night, we were in my parent’s sitting room. Everything was packed out and it seemed
like there was going to be a conference of some kind. The chairs were covered with white sheets and faced
towards the righthand. A certain man came, who were a bit too early for the conference. This man was very world
wise in his own eyes, as is written: “He who hates pretends with his lips, but stores up deceit within himself.
(Prov 26:22) Ampl I tried to explain all that the Lord had shown us, through signs in the heavens. He did not pay
attention, nor listened to what I had told him. In my dream I knew I had to wait on the Lord before telling him
everything we had seen, but I still tried explaining all that the Lord Jesus had revealed to us.
As I woke up that morning, I asked the Lord Jesus the interpretation of this dream. Then the word of the Lord
came to me in the book of Proverbs, saying: The words of a whisperer or slanderer are like dainty
morsels or words of sport [to some, but to others are like deadly wounds]; and they go down into the
innermost parts of the body [or of the victim's nature]. (Pro 26:22) Ampl There is many slanderous men and
women, who do not think before they say something about other people. Without knowing, they spread lies,
because they do not have their facts strait. God is warning against backbiting and malicious slanderers, who are
wise in their own eyes.
After this the Lord said to me by the word of the book of Proverbs: 4 Those who forsake the law [of God and
man] praise the wicked, but those who keep the law [of God and man] contend with them. [Prov. 29:18.] 5 Evil
men do not understand justice, but they who crave and seek the Lord understand it fully. [John 7:17; I Cor.
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2:15; I John 2:20, 27.] 6 Better is the poor man who walks in his integrity than he who wilfully goes in double
and wrong ways, though he is rich. 7 Whoever keeps the law [of God and man] is a wise son, but he who is a
companion of gluttons and the carousing, self-indulgent, and extravagant shames his father. 8 He
who by charging excessive interest and who by unjust efforts to get gain increases his material
possession gathers it for him [to spend] who is kind and generous to the poor. [Job 27:16, 17; Prov. 13:22;
Eccl. 2:26.] 9 He who turns away his ear from hearing the law [of God and man], even his prayer is an
abomination, hateful and revolting [to God]. [Ps. 66:18; 109:7; Prov. 15:8; Zech. 7:11.] 10 Whoever leads the
upright astray into an evil way, he will himself fall into his own pit, but the blameless will have a goodly
inheritance. 11 The rich man is wise in his own eyes and conceit, but the poor man who has understanding
will find him out. 12 When the [uncompromisingly] righteous triumph, there is great glory and celebration; but
when the wicked rise [to power], men hide themselves. (Prov 28:4-12) Ampl The Lord hates the pride of one who
does not want to listen to His council and to His words. God will not answer such a person’s prayer, but even find
it an abomination in His eyes. We must humble ourselves, and be willing to learn, and not just follow the popular
opinion of man. God also says that our lifestyles viz: companion of gluttons and the carousing, selfindulgent, and extravagant, charging excessive interest, who by unjust efforts to get gain
increases his material possession, the rich man who is wise in his own eyes, will draw us into pride
and rebellion towards Him.
In conclusion, the Lord counselled me, regards those things, giving us wisdom not to fall into the trap for the
devil, saying: 17 Let not your heart envy sinners, but continue in the reverent and worshipful fear of the
Lord all the day long. 18 For surely there is a latter end [a future and a reward], and your hope and expectation
shall not be cut off. 19 Hear, my son, and be wise, and direct your mind in the way [of the Lord]. 20 Do
not associate with winebibbers; be not among them nor among gluttonous eaters of meat, [Isa. 5:22;
Luke 21:34; Rom. 13:13; Eph. 5:18.] 21 For the drunkard and the glutton shall come to poverty, and
drowsiness shall clothe a man with rags. 22 Hearken to your father, who begot you, and despise not your mother
when she is old. 23 Buy the truth and sell it not; not only that, but also get discernment and judgment,
instruction and understanding. 24 The father of the [uncompromisingly] righteous (the upright, in right
standing with God) shall greatly rejoice, and he who becomes the father of a wise child shall have joy in him. 25
Let your father and your mother be glad, and let her who bore you rejoice. 26 My son, give me your heart and
let your eyes observe and delight in my ways, 27 For a harlot is a deep ditch, and a loose woman is a
narrow pit. (Prov 23:27) Ampl We must not look at the world and its success, we do not know where and how it
came. We must not envy those who seem successful in the world’s eyes, but rather be successful in God’s eyes.
God wants us to have discernment, knowing the difference between the true and the fake, and then hold to the
true.

Signs in the Heavens:
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During the day, on the 30th of March 2002, many signs, from the Lord Jesus, appeared to us. A mighty wind
arose out of the east, attacking the west. Then a sign of fighter jets appeared in the heavens. I saw dogfights and I
heard a mighty thunder in the heavens. As I looked a sign of a great war appeared in the heavens. I saw an attack,
coming out of the west, on an elephant. The back of the elephant was broken. Then I saw a mighty explosion, like
an atombomb appear in the heavens. The elephant fell down lifeless. Fear fell on all the forces of the east and
they fell back, running away like chicks before an angry cock. Then I heard the sound of silencer guns and how
prominent, key people were executed. Then a sign appeared in the heavens. I saw one in the north laughing,
sitting in derision and self-confidence against all the nations of the world.
Another sign appeared in the heavens. The Lord showed me how the eye of a dragon was removed. By this war,
one of the legs of a very powerful organisation was removed. The eye, was a high official and important person
and affiliate in the east, of that organisation that was controlled and under the rule of the Illuminati.
As l looked at the sign of the elephant and the dragon, I saw something like an arrow that went through the entire
elephant. The arrow went in on the one side of the nations of the east and came out the other side. In my spirit I
understood from the Lord that this war will start on the one side of the nations of the east and come out the other
side, destroying all in His way. All people marvelled at the disaster and the devastation on all the eastern
countries, even during a time of a peace agreement or so called peace. The Lord opened my ear and I heard the
Anti-Christ executing people in the north, removing them because they were in His way. His desire and scheme
was to become the ruler of the Illuminati and thus controlling the world. I heard important telephone calls were
made, because the one in the north had become so arrogant that he wanted to rule everybody. I realized that he
found out about these conversations before He was summoned to the Illuminati head quarters in Brussels. The
Lord opened my ear and I heard two were broken off. The Lord showed me how the heart of the Illuminati, the
current leader of the Illuminati, was removed. Then another sign appeared in the heavens. In the vision of the
signs in the heavens I saw heads rolling, as he removed all who opposed him, one by one, like one who throws
stones into a tin.
Then a great and a terrible sign appeared in the heavens. A frightening man arouse, having all power in his hand.
In the vision of the signs in heaven, I saw that in his one hand he had a weapon, a machine gun, indicating the
weapons arsenals of the world, and in his other hand he had a bank note, indicating the control of world
monetary power.
Then another sign appeared in the heavens. A great attack came out of the east across the whole world. Then a
sign, of one coming out of the west, who shot out his holster, shooting towards the eastern nations, stopping
them in there tracks. The armies of the east retreated and fled like chicks. He barked at them, like an angry dog.
While he barked at them I saw that he heard something, disturbing him. He received a summons from the west,
looking like it came out of Europe, out of Switzerland or form the head quarters, in Brussels. Lord showed me
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that they considered him only a pawn in their hand and he was removed. The Lord indicated this, saying: “They
pulled the plug on him!”
After this, I saw a man that received power and worshipped another god. Then a sign appeared in the heavens. I
saw a sign of one throwing out the sacrifices. I saw a little lamb being cast over some one’s shoulder; he caused
the seizing of the sacrifices in Israel, breaking the 7-year peace agreement or covenant with Israel. I heard
something like a tin opened - the bottomless pit. Out of the bottomless pit came all kinds of demonic creatures.
The Lord showed me, how, out of the bottomless pit, a sign of a mighty scorpion came that wiped everything out
of his way. I saw peace leaving the earth. Then a frightening sign appeared in the heavens. The Scorpion became
a Samurai. After this the Samurai changed into an old Roman soldier, having in his hand the cat of nine tails,
with which He scourged the nations of the earth, lashing those with many blows, who did not bow to His brutal
rulership.
After this another sign appeared in the heavens. I saw the sign of a dragon, having three heads. One of the heads
had a sword through it, yet the head had revived again. The whole world feared the power of the Scorpion, who
became a Samurai and changed into a roman soldier, because he had his finger on the button. He would wipe out
anyone who would oppose him, using the nuclear arsenals of the world. He had a whip in his hand, with which he
strikes at everyone who does not kneel before his image or his statue that he had made of himself. This was a
frightening sign, which appeared in the heavens.

Signs in the Heavens
During the day, on the 31st of March 2002, I saw a vision of a sign of people worshipping the dragon that was
in Israel. While I saw this is the same sign of an elephant that fell down, blowing out its last breath, appear in the
heavens. Then I saw a temple arose in the north. I reasoned that it must be when the temple of God will be
rebuilt in Jerusalem. In the sign in the heaven, I saw what looked like the city being rebuilt. It looked like
Jerusalem will be rebuilt. Then a message came to Israel, I saw it come, brought in the mouth of a bird. It seemed
like a peace agreement was established. Then a sign of an angel, blowing a trumpet, appeared in the heavens.
There was an attack, coming out of the west, coming upon the nation of Israel. Then the Lord showed that pages
were turned and the peace agreement was broken. The covenant was broken, according to Daniel. Again I saw
the great elephant fell to the ground. A bird brought a message to the one in Jerusalem, calling him back to
Brussels or Switzerland. As we looked, two of us saw this sign, for God said at the mouth of two or three
witnesses will he establish His word. We saw a large French hat and Swiss trumpets. We even heard the sound of
the pipes, playing, resembling these nations to which he was called. An agreement was reached with him in
Brussels. While we watched, he attacked a crocodile, resembling Egypt. The sign of the moustache of a Chinese
man appeared in the heavens. We saw how an elephant fell backwards, blowing through his trunk, like a
trumpet, because of the pain and agony in which he was. The elephant was killed in an instant and fell to the
ground. After this a sign of a rocking horse, like the type that are used in Switzerland, appeared in the heavens.
After this another sign appeared in the heavens. Something like a Chinese hat appeared in the heavens, showing
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the extent of the nations of the east that will be killed instantly by the attack on them. After this we saw three
signs of animals, first a frog, the second a baboon and the last a duck. These represent the gods of those nations
of the east, that God punished by the hand of Him who sat in Israel. After this I saw Harvard aeroplanes carrying
bombs, coming from the east. As I looked I saw a sign of the false gods of the east, a Muslim Imam, or an Indian
Guru appearing in the west, looking like they were ruling in the west. I saw how the one who had been attacking
towards the east had to turn around towards the west. After this, I saw he nations of the east and India, attacking
the west. The sign of two countries, Venezuela and Brazil, which was represented by the ram with two horns, one
a short horn and the other a longer, which came up last as was given to the prophet Daniel. As I looked I saw the
elephant in the nation of South America. After this a sign of a Bengal tiger and a Sampan appeared in the
heavens, once again indicting who these nations of the east represent, showing those symbols that strongest
represents those countries. Then another sign appeared. We saw a scorpion that looked like it was striking, with
its tail towards the west. A sign of a censer, like the lamp of the nation of India, appeared in the heavens. I saw 3
great explosions as God’s wrath was poured out on the west, like bombs dropped on North America. God poured
out His wrath on Babylon, the cities of New York, Washington DC, and Chicago, with whom the nations of the
world committed fornication, becoming rich through all her merchants. In conclusion, being very tired a sign of a
conglomerate beast appeared in the heavens, showing all those nations who bound themselves to the nations of
the west. I saw something like a poodle, having the mouth of a crocodile, with the wings of an eagle. As I looked I
saw the sign of the scorpion appear over France.

The Anointing will teach you
From the day of 3rd of April 2002, an Anointing came upon me, which like a tape recorder, kept playing the
sequence of events, as they will occur, over and over, explaining things that will happen in the nearby future. All
the dreams and visions and signs in the heavens started to synchronise, into one big picture. It was as if God, by
the power of the Spirit, started explaining all the many angles, from which all these events, just before the
coming of Jesus Christ, would occur. I do not claim to fully understand, all that I have received, yet, but to the
best of my ability will try to convey them, to you, the reader.
The Path of the Via dolorosa
In a dream that night, I was at my parents place. I was in the backyard, inside an orchard. Suddenly a black and
white bull, having one large horn in the middle of his forehead, came from the north towards me. The bull was
very angry, scraping his paw, preparing to charge me from the back. I was overwhelmed with fear and I could feel
my heart beat in my chest. The bull forced me with my back again a fence of a pen. I tried to escape, by getting
into this pen, and away from the storming bull, but the bull kept charging furiously; so much so that I couldn’t
get away from him. All I could do was to keep facing the bull in order to prevent this bull from catching me off
guard. I knew I could allow the bull from getting me from the back. The bull kept coming, changing from all
directions, 3 times he tried. Finally I was pushed against the fence, unable to cover my back. Suddenly he got his
opportunity and struck me with his horn in the spine. I knew he would break my back. I woke up in cold sweat.
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In the year 2004, 2 years later, I interceded, at midnight, in the city of Pretoria, praying over the city. I prayed for
its people to turn back to God. As I prayed God revealed many things that were happening in the city. I prayed
with great fervour, blowing the Shofar of the city, declaring the works of the enemy null and void. In a vision I
saw Jesus, riding on a white horse, entering the city from the eastern side. I praised the Lord for His Victory over
the works of the enemy, at the cross. Not long after this, in vision, the Lord showed me the academic hospital in
Pretoria. I did not understand what the Lord wanted to say to me. The Lord also gave me His word, by the mouth
of the prophet Jeremiah, to king Hezekiah, saying: “Set your house in order, for you shall die!” I did not
understand the extent of the meaning of the vision and the word to me. Not long after that, as I was driving in
from the eastern side of Pretoria, with a motor cycle, a car turned infront of me and I fell. I was taken to the
Pretoria academic hospital, but did not die. One week after I was released from hospital I discovered back pain,
sitting down. After more X-rays it was found that my lower vertebra had cracked strait though. If this vertebra
had moved from its position, during that time, I would have been paralyzed or killed.
After this dream, as I woke up I saw a vision. In a vision I clearly saw stairs towards my righthand, twirling
downwards. The stairs were laid out with round pebble stones like the stone of an old cities pathway. The stairs
made me think of the Via Delarosa.
As I woke up that morning, the Anointing, like a tape recorder, was still repeating the sequence of events of the
times of the end, before Jesus Christ comes on the clouds. I asked the Lord to explain the precision and the
exactness of the things that were so intricate. The Holy Spirit played the sequence of event over and over, what
felt like hundreds of times, in the Spirit. Even though I wanted to understand these things I could not. We would
go over the sequence of events one by one. Sometimes I felt like I got lost in the sequence of events, because of
misunderstanding, that which the Holy Spirit tied to convey to me. In my tiredness I would fall asleep. Then Lord
would give me another dream. In the dream I heard a soft voice, giving me more information. I wondered about
the two that will be broken of and the ram with two horns, according to the book of Daniel. I heard a voice say to
me: “Remember the Latin” I was reminded of something that happened one year ago. I was praying in tongues
and when suddenly my brother recognised the tongue as Latin. I also heard the words: “freak accident.” As I
woke up, I felt by the Anointing how the Holy Spirit, emulated the voice of one of the godfathers in the Italian
mafia. In the Spirit I could feel a cigar in my mouth and heard the man speak. God was trying show me who this
man was. Again I fell asleep and dreamed how some one was working under a bulldozer, hanging on a crane with
a chain. In my dream I was asked to hold the chain. The next moment, as if careless or and accident the chain
came loose and the bulldozer fell on the man. I could hear how his back was broken. In this dream I played the
role one of those who executed the dirty work of the mafia, removing some one who had become a danger to the
secret organisation. I realized from this dream that this was the removal of the one who was merely a pawn in the
hand of the Illuminati. He was removed so that the one who, by the prophecy of Paul the apostle, called the son
of perdition, the Anti-Christ, could be revealed and sit in the temple saying that he is god. After this as I looked in
the Spirit the Lord showed me a vision of the window in a Roman Catholic cathedral and a Roman Catholic cross.
This vision indicated the organisation, who sat behind this wicked plan to rebuilt the temple and set up the man
of lawlessness in the city of Jerusalem.
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Ascending into Heaven
After this I again fell asleep. In a dream we were sitting outside at some school hall. There were three or four
women sitting around the table. I told them about these visions that the Lord had given us, trying to convince
them of all that was about to come to pass. While I was still explaining these things to them, many signs of
vehicles and of other things appeared to me in the sky. I was amazed that they couldn’t see the clear signs in the
sky. Suddenly, a powerful force picked up some people, lifting them into the air. We started ascending into
heavens, with our hands stretched out towards the heaven, as if to worship the Lord, ascending up into the sky.
After this an old lady in my former church took me by the hand and led me towards an old school hall on my lefthand. I wanted to go to another place which was also towards my left. I heard people singing as we entered the
building. When I put my hand in my pocket I realized that there was a powerful revolver or handgun in my
pocket. Suddenly everybody shouted: “He is going to shoot!!” I had a cloak on with a large purple turban and
sash. We walked down the alley all the way to the front. Then a big muscled black man, having the same purple
clothing on helped me, because the sash was too large and too heavy for me. All the people in the building or
synagogue were singing some song and they were all worshipping. We also bow like the rest bowed and
worshipped their. Just after I woke up I saw a vision. In a vision, lasting seconds, I saw a comet cutting through
the night sky.
After this I again fell asleep. I had another dream. In my dream I saw stones and other unnecessary things, being
removed, from a wallet, by the hand of a man. Only those things, which were wanted, were kept. The Lord
opened my understanding, showing me that those in the godfathers or Illuminati in high places were considered
dispensable.
My brother also had a dream. In his dream he was saying goodbye to old friends, family, loved ones and former
churches.

A Powerful Miracle
During that same day a fire broke out in the area were we were fasting. I could hear the sound of the fire
consuming the grass and the dry branches of the trees. The fire was very close to us, even though I could not see
the fire. I could only see the billows of smoke, going up into the air. As I looked up, I saw that the smoke of the
fire blew directly over us. Our camp was in danger. Suddenly the wings of an angel bowing before the Lord
appeared in the smoke. The angel bowed his wings over his face as if say bow down and start worshipping and
praying to God. Immediately fell to the ground, and bowed my face low to the ground and started praying. The
bible was lying open in front of me. The wind arouse down on the ground were I was bowed with my face to the
ground. I saw the bible being turned by the wind to certain passages of scripture. The Spirit of God was turning
the pages, guiding me in what to pray. By the power of God, and by the wind, the Spirit guided me to pray
through many verse in the Psalms. Still with my face towards the ground, in my Spirit the Lord urged me to look
up at the smoke, which was blown directly across us. Directly above us, a pillar of smoke formed. Even though
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the wind was still blowing strong into our direction the smoke vanished and dissolved as soon as it reached the
pillar of smoke, directly above our tent. The smoke had formed a line strait up into the sky, not going any further
then this line. A powerful miracle was happing in front of my eyes. I called my brother, who was in a tent about 3
meters away. When we both saw the miracle that God had done for us, we both worshipped the Lord for the
power of his grace. As we looked up my faith started to fail, as I focussed on the smoke and the miracle. As soon
as my faith started to fail, the pillar started to dissolve and the smoked broke out and started to blow over us.
Then I remembered how Peter walked, but how his faith fail as soon as He stopped focussing on Jesus, but on the
miracle of walking on the water. I bowed down and closed my eyes and focused all my heart back on Jesus, who
is the Author and the Perfector of our faith. Again the Lord turned the pages, by the wind and by the control of
the Holy Spirit, as I prayed through the scriptures which He gave us. After a while the Spirit urged me again to
look up. As I looked up, directly above us, a pillar of smoke had formed, past which the smoke, being blown into
our direction did not go. On the outside of the pillar, on the side where there was no smoke, was an angel, having
his wings towards the smoke keeping back, both the wind and the pillar, from falling as before. Suddenly our
faith increased radically and we prayed, asking the Lord to bind the wind and to turn the wind around, blowing
back into the direction from which it came. The Lord answered our prayer and turned the wind back into the
opposite direction. We praised God for answering our prayers and doing such great miracles for us. The fire
turned and it seems that the danger had subsided.
We decided to spend the rest of the afternoon in sackcloth and an ash as was planned. Not long after that we
heard the fire welling up again. Again we prayed to the Lord, asking Him to stop the wind. Again the Lord
answered our prayer doing the same thing as before, making something like pillar of smoke in the sky, even
though the wind was still blowing directly into our direction. Then we bound the winds asking the Lord to turn
the wind, preventing the fire from coming towards out camp. We praised the Lord our God, who truly is alive and
has sent his angel to protect his servants. To God be the glory!

From the directors: “The Witness”
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